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Motivated by the problem of estimating the age (in generations) of a population that evolves 
according to the Galton-Watson process, we consider graded partially ordered sets on which a 
probability measure is defined. By looking at the antichain of maximal probability, one derives 
a new proof of Sperncr's lemma (1928) on the subsets of a set. More importantly, the technique 
of proof lends itself to generalizations to infinite posets and provides uitident conditions on the 
probability measure and the order relation so that the poset has the Sperner property and\or 
the rank unimodality. These results are extended to k-families and the strong Sperner property 
and related to some work by Erd6s (1945), Dilworth (1950), Baker (1969), Kleitman, Edelberg 
and Lubell (1971), Greene and Kleitman (1976), Stanley (1980), Griggs (1980), and Pouzet and 
Rosenberg (1981). 
Motiv6s par un probl~me de statistique darts les processus stochastiques, nous consid6rons un 
ensemble partiellement ordonn6, muni d'une fonction de rang, sur lequel est d6fmie une mesure 
de probabilit6. En 6tudiant l'antichaine de probabilit6 maximale, on en d6duit une nouvelle 
preuve du th~or~me de Sperner (1928) sur les sous-ensembles d'un ensemble fmi. Cette 
m6thode, qui met en evidence l'arbre des chaines descendentes d'un ensemble p.o., se 
g6n6ralise facilement aux ensembles i,fink et aux k-families. En particulier on eta d6duit le 
th6or~me de Erd6s (1945) ainsi clue celul de Baker (1969). 
1. latmduetion 
In many situations, one would like to use statistical techniques, in particular 
maximum likelihood theory, to estimate the age of a population that originated 
from a single ancestor and evolved according to a Galton-Watson process. The 
available data would presumably be the actual population size and one would 
wish to estimate the age of this generation (see [1] for discussion and reference on 
that issue). It is possible to associate to this branching process an infinite ranked 
partially ordered set for which one must find the rank of maximal probability. Of 
course the problem is greatly simplified if one can show a property of rank- 
unimodality, where the notion of cardinality is replaced by the probability. One is 
thus led quite naturally to the study of graded partially ordered sets on which a 
probability measure is defined. 
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Let us then consider a (not necessarily finite) partially ordered set M (or poset 
for short) and assume that M has a rank function r :M ~ {0, 1 , . . . ,  n, . . .} such 
that r(x) = 0 if x is a minimal element of M and r(y) = r(x) + 1 if y covers x in M 
(i.e. if y > x and no z E M satisfies y > z > x). If r(x)= n then we say that x has 
rank n. Let M(n)= {x e M:  r (x)= n}: it is the nth level of M. 
An antichain A of M is a subset of M such that no two distinct elements of A 
are comparable. Let P be a probability measure defined on the measurable space 
(M, B(M)), where B(M) is the set of all subsets of M. Set P(n)=P(M(n)), 
n =0,  1 , . . .  ; then (M, P) is said rank-unimodal if the sequence (P(n)) is 
monotone or for some n, P(0) ~ P(1) ~<- • • ---<p(n) >I P(n + 1) >I. - •. 
We will say that the poset M has the Spemer property with respect o P (or that 
(M, P) is Sperner) if the probability of any antichain is less than or equal to 
max P(n), n = 0, 1, . . . .  Note that max P(n) always exists since Y~ P(n) = 1 ::> 
P(n) ~ 0 as n ~ o0. More generally, for any positive integer k, (M, P) is said 
k-Sperner if for any subset A of M containing no (k+l ) -e lement  chains, 
P(A)--.<max(P(nl) +.-  • + P(nk)), 0 <~ nl < ' "  • < nk. If (M, P) has the k-Sperner 
property for all k, we say that (M, P) has the strong Sperner property. We shall omit 
the reference to P when no confusion may arise. 
Notice that when the probability measure P is the discrete uniform distribution 
on a finite poset M, then P(A) is proportional to the size of A ;  consequently in
this case the above definitions of Sperner's and k-Sperner's properties coincide 
with the 'classical' or usual ones. 
In Section 2 Sperner's theorem [11] on the subsets of a finite set is obtained. 
Section 3 considers arbitrary posets and provides stdficient conditions for rank- 
unimodality and for the strong Sperner property, in particular Erd6s' theorem [4] 
is obtained by this method. These results are also related to previous work by 
Dilworth [3], Baker [2], Kleitman, Edelberg and Lubell [8], Greene and Kleitman 
[5], Stanley [12], Griggs [6], and Pouzet and Rosenberg [10], among others. 
2. Sperner's theorem via probability measures 
In this section, we consider the poset M= B(/]), where B(O) is the set of 
subsets of a finite set/ ] ,  ordered by inclusion. Then the kth level M(k) is the set 
of all k-element subsets of 12. Sperner has shown that the size of the largest 
antichain in M is max{cardM(k):k=O, 1,. . .N}=cardM([~.l~, where N= 
card 12. 
Apart from Micheev's almost identical proof [9], it seems one had to wait for 
Lubell's short proof [13] before rapid progress could be made. Griggs [7] presents 
a survey of most known results and extensive bibliographical references (see also 
[12] and [10] for other references). 
Let P, the probability measure defined on (M, B(/2)), be such that V a e M, 
P (a )= 1/2 r~. Clearly, for any subset A of M, P(A)=card(M)/2r~; hence, the 
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largest size antichain is also the largest probability antichain. Set M '= 
I..I {(x~,'... xk) : xl ~ /2 , . . .  xk e O-{x l ,  • • • Xk-x}}, the union being over all k i> 0. 
Next let the partial order on the vectors of M' be given by 
(xx , . . . xk )<(yx , . . . y , , )  ¢# m >~ k and V ] = l ,  2, . . . k, xj = Yi. 
In M' it is easier to visualize antichains ince any element of M' covers exactly 
one dement.  In particular, if an dement  of M' is in an antichain, no element of its 
line of descent or of its line of ascent can be in the antichain. As well, if x '~ M' is 
element of an antichain A '  and Y '= {y i , . . . ,  y~} is another antichain with y[ > x' 
'4 ] = 1, 2 . . . .  k, then (A ' -{x '} )U  Y' is still an antichain. We define next P', a 
probability measure on M'  by 
x0= P({xl,... x ,3) /k !  = 
for all k and (x l , . .  • xk) ~ M'. 
Theorem 1. (M', P') has the Sperner property. 
Corollary 1 (Sperner's theorem). (M, P) has the Spemer  property. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since 
~, P'(x~, . . . Xk, ]) = (N-  k l / (k  + 1)! 2 N, 
i 
one has 
P ' (x l , . . . ,  Xk) >~ ~, P ' (x l , . . .  xk, ]) ¢~ k >~½(N- 1), 
J 
with equality if and only if k = ½(N-1). 
Now consider a largest probability antichain A '  and assume that P ' (A ' )> 
P'(M~) V n = 0, 1 , . . .  N. If x '=  (xt, . . .  xk) is in A' ,  for k <½(N-1) ,  one could 
replace x' by U~ {(Xl, •. .  xk,/)}, creating an antichain of probability strictly greater 
than P'(A'). 
In a similar way, if k>--½(N-1) and (Xl, . . .  xk, Xk+l)eA', it is possible to 
replace this element as well as all y' = (Yl, • • • y,,) e A '  with y '>  x' by the element 
x', thus creating an antichain of probability ~P ' (A ' )  ( indeed>P' (A ' )  unless 
k = ½(N- 1) and all y' e A '  with y' > x' have rank (k + 1)). This argument applied 
successivdy to each element of A '  shows that one cannot have P ' (A ' )> 
max{P'(M,), n = 0, 1 , . . .  N}. [] 
l[~root of Corollary 1. To each x=(x l , . . . xk )eM,  associate the k! vectors 
(xh,...,x~k) in M'  obtained from permutations of the indices (1 ,2 , . . .  k). By 
construction, V antichain A ~M, ::IA', an antichain in M', such that P ' (A ' )= 
P(A) .  Although the converse is not true in general, it holds for levels since 
P ' (M~)= P(Mn) ,  n =0,  1 , . . .N .  Now suppose =1 an antichain A ~M such that 
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P(A)>P(M, )V  n. Then 3 an antichain A '  e M' such that P ' (A ' )>P' (M~) V n, 
contradicting Theorem 1. [] 
The proofs do not use in an essential way the fact that M is finite, nor the fact 
that the order relation is the inclusion, nor the fact that P is the uniform 
distribution. In the next sections we extend these results in several directions, 
using the tree of descending saturated chains of an arbitrary poset M. Since the 
generalizations are, to quote a referee, fairly straightforward we shall omit the 
proofs. 
3. Generalization to arbitrary posets 
Given a ranked poset M with an arbitrary order relation, one would like to 
characterize all probability measures P for which (M, P) is Simmer. Let then M 
be a ranked poser equipped with a probability measure P and assume M' is any 
poset such that ::i 4~ :M'  ~ M, an increasing map with tb-~(M(k)) = M'(k) V k. Let 
P' be any probability measure on M'  such that V x e M, P(x) = P'(tl,-t(x)) (such a 
P' will be called compatible). Then the following result holds. 
Theorem 2. Let M, P, M', d~ and P' be as above. Then (M', P') strongly Sperner 
(resp. Sperner)=~ (M, P) strongly Sperner (resp. Sperner). 
By a tree T we mean a ranked poset such that the 'initial segment' of any 
element  e T (i.e. {z : z ~ t}) is a finite chain. To the ranked poset M, associate the 
tree T of its descending saturated chains, ordered by inclusion. Thus_ if, V x e M, 
c(x) is the set of maximal saturated chains of the intial segment of x, then 
T= I..J,,~wc(x). Next, define ~ by ~( t )= x whenever tee(x),  x e M; let P 'be  
compatible. Clearly then, the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied for M' = T. 
It is conjectured that (M, P) is strongly Sperner ¢=> 3 a compatible P' on T such 
(T, P') is strongly Sperner. However, the following weaker esult can be proved. 
qOmcorem 3. Let M, P, T and ~b be as deJined above. 1[ for some compatible P', a 
largest probability antichain A'  exists in T, which consists of complete orbits (i.e. 
A'  = ~b-l(4,(A'))), then (M, P) is Sperner ¢:~ (T, 1') is Sperner. 
The extension to the strong Sperner property is trivial. 
This is related to Kleitman, Edelberg and Lubell's Theorem 1 and their final 
remarks. In fact they provide a condition under which a largest 'weighted' 
antichain exists in T which consists of complete orbits. 
Let us now consider the Simmer property among trees, in connection with 
rank-unimodality. 
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Theorem 4. Let T be any tree and P' be any probability measure on T. Set 
={y ~ T: y covering x} for x ~ T. Assume there exists a rank n such that, 
V x ~ T(k), 
P'(x)>~ ~., P'(y) ¢:) k>~n. 
Then T is rank-unimodal and strongly Sperner. 
Observe that for any compatible P', (M, 1°) is rank-unimodal if and only if 
(M', P') is rank-unimodal. From Theorem 2 and 4, one has the result: 
Corollary 2. Let M be a ranked poset with a probability measure P. If  there exists a 
rank n such that, V x ~ M(k),  
[P(x)/card(c(x))]>~ ~, [P(y)/card(c(y))] ¢~ k >~n, 
y~Yc 
then (M, P ) i s  rank-unimodal and strongly Sperner. 
It is easy to check that the hypotheses of the corollary are met when M is B(D) 
and P is the discrete uniform distribution; it then yields Erd6s' result [4]. 
Remark. From the definition of the Sperner property for trees, one has: a tree T 
is Sperner if and only if there exists n such that V y ~ T(k), k<n,  P'(y)<~ 
Y.y<t~T(,) P'(t) and V A antichain, V t~ T(n), P'(t)>~t<y~A P'(y). 
As a final application, we obtain the Sperner property for Baker's poset [2] in 
the following way: let M be a ranked finite poset of height N such that 
V k = O, 1 , . . . ,  N, V x ~ M(k),  x covers bk elements and is covered by ak ele- 
ments, with card M(0)= card M(N)= 1; assume that P is the uniform distribution 
on M, that T is the tree of its descending saturated chains {c(x), x ~ M}. Define P' 
on T by P'(t) = P(x)/caxd(c(x)), V t ~ c(x) and x ~ M. Since card(c(x)) = 
(bl • • • bk), V x ~ M(k), card(T(k)) = (ao" • " ak-1), then card(M(k)) = 
card(T(k))/card(c(x)) for an x in M(k). Direct computation shows the hypotheses 
of the remark are satisfied; hence M is Sperner. Particular cases are finite 
Boolean algebras, finite projective geometries and finite afflne geometries. 
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